
Slide Speech 
 Intro: Although she grew up in Oxford, Ohio, that fact has absolutely 

nothing to do with her role as a valiant warrior in the Punctuation 

Wars. Here with her "Organize Your Speech," is that intrepid crusader, 

Kari McLean!   

 

 Mr. Toastmaster, Fellow Toastmaster, and Honored 
Guests:  
 
There is a war going on out there.  
 
What war? You might be wondering. What war indeed!  
I’m here tonight to tell you about it:  
 

• Who is fighting 

• What about, and  

• What’s at stake. 
 
Clouded in controversy, awash in ambiguity, and at the 
heart of writing quarrels across the land, I’m talking about 
the Oxford comma war.  
 
If you do any kind of writing at all, formal or informal, you 
need at least a passing familiarity with this war and why it 
matters.   
 
Who is already a soldier in this war? (look for a show of 
hands) Let’s hope we’re fighting on the same side… 
 
To begin, What IS the Oxford comma anyway?  
The Oxford comma is used to clarify the meaning of a 
sentence when it uses a series of words comma, phrases 
comma, or clauses period.  It’s that comma after 
“phrases” that is the Oxford comma.  
 
You may be thinking, “What’s all the fuss about a 
seemingly insignificant little squiggle?” Bottom line: In US 
grammar, the oxford comma is optional, not mandatory.  
 
The band Vampire Weekend asks the musical question in 
their song, Who gives a fuck about an Oxford comma? 
Let me just tell you, I DO.  (drop jacket, reveal my tee-shirt 
which states, Team Oxford Comma)  And I am clearly not 

https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/clarify


alone.  
 
(with enthusiasm) For Team Oxford Comma: We have 
those that side with the Oxford University Press, the 
Chicago Style Manual, The New Yorker, and…The LAW.   
  
(with distinct boredom) Those that side with the Anti-
Comma faction have the AP Style Guide, most journalists, 
and People Magazine.  
 

On both sides, there are women and men of all ages and 
stripes who care in some way about language.   
 
This punctuation war is taking place in print, on Twitter, 
YouTube, on blogposts, and memes.  Name-calling, 
insults, talk of divorce, and general nastiness abounds. 
 
(beat) 
 

What are we fighting about?  In a word, meaning.  

 
You may have read—or recall hearing about—a book By 
Lynn Truss entitled Eats, Shoots & Leaves: Why, Commas 
Really Do Make a Difference!   
 
Think about this title for a moment.  
 

 

There is a pretty big difference in the meaning if you put a 
comma after eats (pause) and one after shoots, (pause) 

 
 

or if you don’t. [SLIDE 2 - animation] 

 
 
There are lives at stake, right?  

 But the Anti-comma faction claims that the Oxford 
comma is pretentious and overused. That too many 
commas slow down the pace of the reading and “create 
confusion and hesitancy in the reader’s mind.” They also 



say, if the sentence is ambiguous in meaning, the author 
should rewrite it. 
 
Team Oxford Comma stands for clarity of meaning, and 
using it deliberately to create mood, pace, and rhythm. 
The Oxford comma is a thing of beauty, but then, I’m a 
little biased.  
 

 What’s at stake in this War?  
 
Well, $10 million for one.  
 
Oh, yeah.  
 
This past March, one missing Oxford comma was worth 
$10 million dollars.  
 
The Oakhurst Dairy of Portland Maine is probably pretty 
darned sorry they didn’t use it. This little lawsuit quite 
nicely demonstrates that the absence of a comma 
“created confusion and hesitancy in the reader’s mind.” 
 

 
 

According to the National Law Review, Maine’s wage 
payment laws say employees engaged in the following 
activities are NOT eligible to receive overtime pay: “ 
 

 
 

Because the drivers distribute the goods, but do not pack 
them, they argued they were eligible for several years of 
unpaid overtime pay. (ANIMATION underscore) 
 

 

 

 
If there had been a comma after shipment, it would have 
made clear that shipment or distribution were two 
separate activities and were both ineligible for overtime.  
 
But without the Oxford comma, they were lumped 
together as one.  



 
 

The First Circuit Court of Appeals agreed, finding the 
language to be grammatically unclear. 
 

 

“For want of a comma, we have this case,” the court 
wrote and awarded the drivers Ten. Million. Dollars. 
 
 
 

 Given that the Oxford comma is optional, you need to be 
careful because there are clearly consequences. In my 
completely humble and biased opinion, the way to ensure 
clarity is to always use the Oxford comma.  
 
Now that you have an understanding of this war and 
where the battle lines are drawn, let me now ask, In this 
War, where do you stand?   
 
In your haste, are you assuming that everyone will just 
know what you intend when you omit the Oxford 
comma? 
 
Or will you stand up for clarity of meaning, consistency, 
and giving the reader a moment to pause and think? Will 
you fight on behalf of the Oxford comma? 
 

 Who’s with me?   

  

 


